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At present there exists an apparent discrepancy of approximately 40&20 ppm (parts per million) between
experiment and theory for the ground-state hyperhne splitting in hydrogen. The purpose of this paper is to
examine critically the proton-structure corrections which go into the theoretical hfs value and to try to assess
and improve the accuracy to which they are known. We review the theoretical expression for the hyper6ne
splitting (hfs) and the corrections to it. The origin of the proton-structure corrections is discussed along with
the various physical effects: form factors, polarization, Bohr eBect, etc., which have at various times been
mentioned in regard to the hfs. We write down and solve the hfs for two nonrelativistic models of proton struc-
ture. The aim of these models is to provide insight into the less transparent and much less complete relativ-
istic calculation of the structure correction. We also discuss their relation to the recent quark-model
calculation of Fenster and Nambu. We discuss the relativistic calculation of the proton-structure correction,
building on the recent work of Iddings. Calculation of the xN and 7i-¹intermediate states are presented. The
problems of subtraction constants and contributions from high energy are taken up and our conclusions
are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE hyperGne splitting in hydrogen presents an
important and historic confrontation between

theory and experiment. Along with positronium the
hydrogen atom is the simplest bound-state system that
is readily available and for which reined and detailed
theoretical calculations have been and can be made.
It thus affords an important test of relativistic bound-
state methods. The hyperfine splitting (hfs) in hydrogen
is further unique in that it is sensitive to details of
proton structure which are usually seen only in high-
energy electron-scattering experiments. The hfs is
therefore an important link between the usually disjoint
6elds of high-energy and precision atomic physics.

At present there exists a discrepancy of approximately
40+20 ppm (parts per million) between experiment and
theory for the ground-state hyperfine splitting in
hydrogen. '—' There is also an apparent discrepancy with
theory in the recent electron-positron —pair photoproduc-
tion experiments done at the Cambridge' and Cornell'
electron synchrotrons and the remeasurement of the
Lamb shift by Robiscoe."The apparent discrepancy
with theory in all of these observations has refocused
attention on the limits of validity of quantum elec-
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trodynamics (QED) and places increased importance
on understanding the nature of the present discrepancy
in the hfs.

The purpose of this paper is to critically examine the
proton-structure corrections which go into the theoreti-
cal hfs value and to try to assess and improve the
accuracy to which they are known. The conclusion of
this paper is that hitherto uncalculated parts of the
proton-structure corrections may very well be of the
order of 10 ppm but that they do not seem to be
amenable to calculation with the presently available
techniques in the theory of strong interactions. The
program of the paper is as follows.

In Sec. II we review the theoretical expression for
the hfs and the corrections to it. A large class of cor-
rections which comprise the work of many authors may
be loosely described as purely radiative QED correc-
tions. These corrections were recently reviewed and ex-
tended by Brodsky and Erickson' and are only brieQy
mentioned here. The origin of the proton-structure cor-
rections, which are the subject of this paper, is dis-
cussed along with the various physical effects: form
factors, polarization, A. Bohr effect, etc. which have
at various times been mentioned in regard to the his.

In Sec. III we write down and solve the hfs for two
nonrelativistic models of proton structure. Although
these models probably bear little resemblance to
reality we feel that they do contain all the physical
effects which are relevant to the hfs problem and that
they provide valuable insight into the less transparent
and much less complete relativistic calculation of the
structure correction. We also discuss their relation to
the recent quark-model calculation of Fenster and
Nambu. '

In Sec. IV we discuss the relativistic calculation of
the proton-structure correction. Our work here builds
on the recent work of Iddings' which itself builds on

' S. Fenster and Y. Nambu, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto),
Suppl. 1965, 250 (1965).' C. K. Iddings, Phys. Rev. 138, B446 (1965).
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the work of Newcomb and Salpeter" and Arnowitt, "
and of Cottingham. "Calculation of the xÃ and xE*
intermediate states are presented. We show how, in
the static limit M ~~, the relativistic calculation of
the structure correction goes over to the nonrelativistic
Zemach" result.

In Sec. V the problems of subtraction constants and
contributions from high energy are taken up. Our con-
clusions are presented.

II. CORRECTIONS TO THE HYPERFINE
SPLITTING

The hyper6ne splitting in the ground state of hydro-
gen has been measured to the incredible precision of 2

parts in 10" by Crampton, Kleppner, and Ramsey':

v = (1420.405751800+28X 10 ') Mc/sec. (2.1)

The limit of precision to which this result can be com-
pared with theory is set by two factors: the uncertainties
in measurements of the natural constants and the un-
certainties in the calculation of the corrections to the
hfs calculations due to proton structure. The pure/y
electrodynamic parts of the calculation have been
carried to a higher precision than that to which these
factors are known.

The total hyperfine splitting in the H ground state
is given by'

16 (iiv (ii, s ( M
v =—R„cl —I— n' 1+-,' (Zn) ' ct(Zrr)—

5p, kiis km+A

X (s—ln2)+ —(Zn) '

correction terms in the bracket. we have distinguished
e and Zn as expansion parameters only so that binding
and radiative corrections can be readily identified. The
first three terms are the Breit binding correction" to
the electron magnetic moment and the binding cor-
rections (first and second order) to the radiative cor-
rection to the electron electromagnetic interaction as
computed by Kroll and Pollack" and by Karplus,
Klein, and Schwinger'~ to order Zo. and by Layzer, '8

Zwanziger, "and Brodsky and Erickson' to order (Za)'.
These contributions are now known to better than
1 ppm. The last term of order n(m/M) represents the
sects of finite proton mass and structure aside from
the purely kinematic reduced-mass correction and must
be studied if comparisons between Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)
are to be pursued to the order of 10 ppm.

In order to focus sharply on its signi6cance we write
the ratio of Eqs. (2.1) to (2.2) using Cohen and DuMond, '

vis„„/v...=1—(9+20)10-s—n(m/M)X, (2.3)

where the uncertainty +20 ppm is based on a two-
standard-deviation limit' on a in Ref. 1. The question
to which we address ourselves is, does the structure
correction disturb the good agreement in Eq. (2.3)
between experiment and theory for a point-massive
proton? In studying X we must consider both the
ground-state average contributions as well as those
arising dynamically from the polarizability of the pro-
ton. The former have been well studied and can be
evaluated quite accurately in terms of the measured
electromagnetic form factors of the proton. Referring
to the Inost recent and complete study of Iddings'
we can write

where

XLao ln'Za+at lnZn+ as) —rr—X, (2.2)
M

n(tts/M)X=34X10 s+Lb'»/v.

In Eq. (2.3) this gives

(2.4)

3'7 8 16
+ ln2; as ——18.4+5,

36 15

p~ and p, are the proton and electron magnetic mo-
ments, and p, o is the electron Bohr magneton. In Kq.
(2.2) tn and M denote the electron and proton masses,
respectively, as they will throughout this paper. The
natural constants appearing in the first factor are
grouped together in the way that they have been most
accurately determined. ' All are known to better than
one part per million (ppin) except for n which was
measured to an accuracy of only 9 ppm in the deuterum
fine-structure measurements (i.e., 2I'sos 2I'res splitting)-
by Triebwasser, DayhoR, and Lamb. '4 In writing the

'0 W. Newcomb and E. Salpeter, Phys. Rev. 97, 1146 (1955).
n R. Arnowitt, Phys. Rev. 92, 1002 (1953).
is W. Cottingham, Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 25, 424 (1963).
~3 A. C. Zemach, Phys. Rev. 104, 1771 {1956).
' S. Triebwasser, E. S. Daybook, and W. E. Lamb, Jr., Phys.

Rev 89, 98 (1953). Their value of the fine-structure constant is
e '=137.0388 and the error ~9 ppm is a two-standard-deviation

vg, /v. = 1—(43&20)X10 '—Av'»/v. (2.5)

We see then that it is up to the polarizability correc-
tion hv&v'/v to bring the theoretical number back into a
clear agreement with observation.

figure. This figure is arrived at by adding the frequencies for the
2P3/2-2S1/2 and the 2S1/~-2PI/2 transitions in deuterium and com-
paring with the theoretical formula for the fine-structure splitting
2P3/2-2P1/&. If the additional +0.3 MHz found by Robiscoe (Ref.
6) in H is finally confirmed in D and if the 2P3/2-251&2 transition
does not decrease by a compensating amount, there will be an
increase in the measured value of n of +13 ppm. The theoretical
hfs in Eq. (2.2) is increased by 26 ppm which would bring it into
agreement with Eq. {2.1) to within 20 ppm. This would remove the
hfs anomaly but a serious disagreement would remain in the Lamb
shift itself between theory and experiment."G. Breit, Phys. Rev. 35, 1447 (1930).

"N. Kroll and F, Pollack, Phys. Rev. 84, 594 (1951);86, 876
(1952)."R. Karplus, A. Klein, and J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 84, 597
(1951);R. Karplus and A. Klein, ibid. 85, 972 (1952).

'8 A. J. Layzer, Nuovo Cimento 33, 1S38 {1964)."D.E. Zwanziger, Nuovo Cimento 34, 77, (1964).
'0 This figure also contains 2 ppm arising from other constants

in Kq. (2.2).
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There have been several studies' ""of he&», all of
which have come up with a negligible polarization con-
tribution less than 1 ppm, and Eq. (2.5) stands at
present as an apparent discrepancy. In analyzing this
problem once more we want to shed light on the question
as to whether this discrepancy should be viewed as a
serious challenge to quantum electr odyanamics or
whether it is more properly to be viewed as a measure
of the inaccuracy in our treatment of the effect of
proton structure.

The specific physical idea motivating this study is the
same one analyzed within the context of a massive
quark model of the proton by Fenster and Nambu. ' If
the orbital electron in the hydrogen atom could com-

pletely follow the instantaneous charge and magnetiza-
tion position of the proton then the proton would appear
to it as no more than a point. In this case there would
be a cancellation of the Gnite-size correction of Eq.
(2.5) that introduced the discrepancy.

There is an analogous effect in deuterium, as 6rst
analyzed by A. Bohr."Deuterium is a very weakly
bound system and we may think of the proton and
neutron as moving very slowly. The electron can thus
follow the proton —i.e., by virtue of their Coulomb
attraction the electron wave function at the nuclear
surface can recenter on the instantaneous proton
position. '4 In less graphic terms both the deuteron
ground state and the electron 1S orbit are mutually
polarized by mixing in higher excited-state amplitudes.

The proton is less polarizable then the deuteron, its
excited states lying at least m =140 MeV above the
ground state. However the many resonances contribut-
ing to photoproduction and electroproduction cross sec-
tions are evidence that the proton is nevertheless a
highly polarizable structure and there may very well be
appreciable corrections to the static average ground-
state structure as contained in the elastic form factors.

For a proton (or deuteron) with internal dynamical
degrees of freedom the Coulomb interaction with the
orbital electron has off-diagonal matrix elements to
excited proton states. The size of the proton polariz-
ability correction is determined by the magnitude of
these off-diagonal matrix elements of the Coulomb ex-
citation as well as by the same off-diagonal matrix
elements of the spin-dependent magnetic interaction.
We therefore expect the electric as mell as the magnetic
multipole excitations of the proton to play an import-
ant role in determining the size of hp(». Previous
studies' "" have concentrated exclusively on the
magnetic dipole excitation of the 33 resonance in com-
puting negligible contributions to he~~). We extend
these considerations to a more complete study of the
amplitude for electromagnetic excitation of the proton.

~'C. Iddings and P. Platzman, Phys. Rev. 115, 919 (1959).
"A. Verganelakis and D. Zwanziger, Nuovo Cimento 39,

613 (1965).
~~ A. Bohr, Phys. Rev. 73, 1109 (1948)."F.Low, Phys. Rev. 77, 361 (1950).

FIG. 1. Model of proton structure with
"quarkette" of charge +e and mass p
with coordinate R moving about a Axed
center of mass at the origin. The electron
in the hydrogen atom is at r.

+6 ~

I
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Sizable polarizability contributions are identi6ed in
the next section on the basis of a Schrodinger model of
the proton structure. When we turn to a relativistic
dispersion analysis in Sec. IV we follow the method of
Cottingham' as discussed and applied to the hfs
problem by Iddings. ' This approach expresses Av&»

in terms of the forward spin-Rip Compton scattering of
virtual photons, integrated over all photon energies and
spacelike masses. We will find that one simply does not
know enough about this virtual process to make any
firm conclusions on the size of dv'». Dispersion theory
is at its best when dealing with the interactions of
"real" particles in a kinematic region where the absorp-
tive amplitude is dominated by one or by at most a
very few resonances. In this problem we do not have
this simple circumstance and we 6nd that many small

and poorly calculable terms contribute, leading to no
firm conclusion with regard to Av&». It is our belief,
however, derived both from the Schrodinger-model
considerations of Sec. III and the relativistic approach
of dispersion theory, that one lacks the information
required to infer that the discrepancy in Eq. (2.5) is at
present a serious challenge to quantum electrodynamics.
We know too little about proton dynamics.

III. NONRELATIVISTIC MODEL OF
PROTON STRUCTURE

We compute in this section the 6nite-size correction
to the hyperfine splitting using a nonrelativistic model

of proton structure. The purpose of this exercise is not
to calculate a quantitatively reliable number but rather
to exhibit in a concrete fashion the various physical
effects which inQuence the hfs of a system with struc-
ture. Insofar as possible the results are expressed in
terms of quantities which are independent of the
details of the model and which can be fitted to the ob-

served parameters of the physical proton. In particular
we want to gain some insight into the physical parame-
ters governing the size of the polarization correction to
the hyperfine splitting in hydrogen.

Our model proton is composed of a particle (called
hereafter a quarkette) of charge +e and mass p which

satis6es the Schrodinger equation and is bound to a
neutral, infinitely massive center of force by a non-

relativistic potential V(R). The ininite-mass center is
taken as the origin; R denotes the coordinate of the
"quarkette" and r the coordinate of the electron which
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H, '= rr p+Ptts (3 3)

In Eq. (3.3) n and P are the usual Dirac matrices„we
will work in the standard representation for them; i.e.,

is bound to the physical proton to form a hydrogen
atom (see Fig. 1). Depending on the choice of parity
for the quarkette there are two possible cases. A positive-
parity quarkette is taken to have spin 2 and a point
magnetic dipole moment. The proton is the lowest
S~~~+ bound state of this quarkette. Initially we assume
the quarkette to be a point particle; later we consider
the possibility that the quarkette itself has Gnite ex-
tension. For negative parity it is most natural to con-
sider the quarkette spinless and take the spin ~ as a
degree of freedom of the mass center. The proton is
realized as a I'its+ bound state and the potential V(R)
must have a spin-orbit as well as a central part in order
to remove the degeneracy between the Pj~&+ ground
state and a possible PS~2+ state. It must also have some
property (perhaps a hard core) to prevent an Sits-
state from being the true ground state of the proton
system.

%'e treat the two cases of even and odd quarkette
parity in Subsecs. A and 8, respectively. In Subsec. C
we discuss the inhuence of the proton parameters on
the numerical results from these models as well as their
relation to a three-massive-quark model of the proton
as analyzed recently in regard to the hfs by Fenster
and Nambu. 8

A. Spinor Model

We consider in this part the positive-parity quarkette
model of the proton. The Hamiltonian for the full
system is

H =Hr (R)+H, '(r)+H, '(r,R)+Her(r, R), (3.1)

where B& is the Hamiltonian of the quarkette including
the central potential V(R) which binds it to the origin.

H~= Zs/2t +V(Z), (3.2)

tt is the quarkette mass, and P is the momentum con-

jugate to R. H, ' is the free Dirac Hamiltonian for the
electron which must be treated relativistically as will

become clear later:

A refinement of Eq. (3.5) to include retardation cor-
rections to the electromagnetic interaction leads to a
minor modidcation of our results and will be made
later on. The vector potential A(r) seen by the electron
is the sum of a moment and a convection-current part

A(r) =—V &&~+e
2tt lr —Rl lr —RJ

(3.6)

&=&t &*=(+—o'IH~I+o') &+o'lH—~l+;) (3.7).

In practice it is impossible to construct these exact
eigenstates in closed form because of the r-R correla-
tions and we must start an iteration solution with the
electron centered at the origin R=O of the quarkette
structure. We rewrite Eq. (3.1) as

where tr is a Pauli matrix for the quarkette and tc/tt

=tt„/M=2. 79/3f in order to fit the total observed
proton magnetic moment. As it stands Eq. (3.6) lacks
a "gauge term"

V. (I—R)

lr —Rl

which should be added to the right-hand side so that
the transversality condition V, A(r)=0 is satisfied.
However, this "gauge term" makes no contribution to
the hfs and we will drop it. Also, since V and R do not
commute, the convection-current term of Eq. (3.6)
should properly be symmetrized. Symmetrization does
not alter the hfs so we shaB neglect it. '4

The Hamiltonian Eq. (3.1) is essentially a Breit
Hamiltonian with one of the particles treated as very
massive and then given nonrelativistic internal struc-
ture. It is necessary to keep in mind that when working
within the framework of the Breit theory the magnetic
term B~ can appear only once in a perturbation cal-
culation. We refer the reader to the discussion of this
point in the book of Bethe and Salpeter. "

If one could exactly solve the Hamiltonian of Eq.
(3.1), less the magnetic term Hsr, exactly for the singlet
and triplet ground-state wave functions, No'(r, R) and
4'o'(r, R), respectively, then the hyperfine splitting o

including proton-structure e6ects to all orders would be

0 ~.~ ~1 0
and @=

I

Err. 0 I EO —1)

e'
Bc

4rr lr —Rl
(3.4)

H, ' contains the static electron-quarkette Coulomb
interaction

where

and

e' tr1)
H, (r) =e p+Prrt ——

l

—
l

4sr kr)

e' t'1 1
H, (r,R) =—

l

——
4~&r lr—Rli

(3.9)

(3.10)

H=Hp(R)+H, (r)+H, (r,R)+Hsr(r, R), (3.8)

(3.5)

and H~, which is responsible for the hfs, describes the
instantaneous interaction of the electron's moment with
the magnetic 6eld generated by the proton'4

Hsr ——(+e/47r)n A(r) .

and treat Ho=HP+H, exactly and the remainder
H,+Hsr in perturbation theory. The energies and

"H. A. Bethe and E. E. SaIpeter, Quantum mechanics of One
and Troo Electron Atoms (Aca-demic Press Irrc. , New York, I957).
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eigenfunctions of II, and II~ are labeled according to

H 4' +(r) =~.A"+(r) &+=0 1 2 (3 11)

In first-order perturbation theory the only contribution
to the hfs comes from the spin part of B~.

and vy=4&%' IH~I 4 )
H~Cg(R) =WgCg(R), A =0)1,2, ~ ~, (3.12)

C'(R) = (p (R)/R) I'(R)x, (3.13)

where F(R) is a spherical harmonic, X a two-component
spinor, and y(R) the radial wave function with
normalization

where f„z(r) are four-component Dirac spinors for the
positive- and negative-energy Coulomb solutions and
the two-component quarkette wave functions C can
be further decomposed into a product of radial, orbital,
and spin parts

Py= —4n d'R d'r %pt(r, R) n.
2M

1
X ~R -Xo4 r, . 3.20

Ir—RI )
The ground-state expectation value of the convection-
current term in Eq. (3.6) has no spin dependence and
does not contribute to v in this model. Substituting
Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) we integrate over the electron
coordinates with the aid of the first-order identity

dRI q(R) I'=1. (3.14)

The solutions of Hp are thus simple products: ( 3R
XRI ].———

I
. (3.21)

2 upiHpe~„~(r, R)=E~„~eg„~(r,R),
+~„~(r,R) =C~(R)f„+(r),

+A e~=~A+ +a+ ~

(3.13) This gives in Eq. (3.20)

1 3E
vg vv o, [(p'RXn) XR] 1———,(3.22)

2 28 p

where
In particular the zeroth-order approximation to the
ground-state wave function for hydrogen is"

4'p = C p(R)fp(r), ( )p= d'RC pt(R) 4 p(R) (3.23)

(3.16)

where pp, (R) is the S-wave ground-state radial wave
function satisfying Eq. (3.14), and

denotes the proton ground-state expectation value and
we are instructed to evaluate the spin operators for a
triplet-parallel spin-up state according to Eqs. (3.18)
and (3.19). In Eq. (3.22),

4o(r) =I . IX.N(0)~ "'"
benin, r/2'

(3.17)

Sgo.' p„8 m2

v v —— P(0)= n4p„——
3 Mm 3 3I

(3.24)

with X, the two-component electron spinor,
is the point-proton (Fermi) hfs energy. Taking the
spherical average in the proton ground state gives

P(0)=—(n'm'/m) '~',
vg ——vv(1 —2&R)/ap), (3.25)

(3.26}dRI q, (R) I'R.&R&—=

next consider second-order perturbation theory.
e are three possibilities: (1) second order in H„

(2) second order in H~, and (3) mixed second order in

H, and H~. The first involves no spin coordinates and
so does not contribute to the hfs, and the second must
not be computed directly, as noted earlier, when work-

ing with the phenomenological Sreit Hamiltonian.
In the fully relativistic discussion in Sec. IV we will

find that this second-order magnetic-dipole interaction
is properly included and is only a small correction to
the first-order result. The mixed second-order term
occurs with H, and H~-appearing in either order and

&n. n&, -&e..n), =4&v, n&, . (3.18)

Hereafter, we work with the particular triplet state
with both the electron and proton spins "up" along the
spin axis, and write, suppressing all spin labels and
terms,

(3.19)P =Pg—Pq =4Pg.

~6 J.D. Bjorken and S. D. Drell, Relativistic Quantum 3lI echanics
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , New York, 1964).

and ap
——1/nm the Bohr radius; corrections of order n' where

are dropped in Eq. (3.17).
As is well known, in the product spin space of the

electron and the proton the hfs reduces to the difference
of the triplet and singlet spin expectation value of an
operator e, e: Ther
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,)(A,u+I &.
Ioy 0

gives

„,——8 Re
g ~—8'o+& +A.++

(A,++) «
0z I~3rlA, O)(A 0I&

I
"-)

g —Wo—& -+Eo
(3.27)

A 3+- A

3 27) whichate]. the term»n q
eno

We discuss separa y
of the quarkette. Deno1 the ground state o ey

ing this contribution y v2

d'R'd'RG Py
I o.(~) I'32«&= —4 Re

m+&0

ee that th

be dropped. The o -

e fate and the re-momentum p
t d in plane-wave PPnes can be treatem.ain»g o

d corrections in n:tion up t higher or er cor

(+)( ) u'+'(p)) = 1

(y) r) —g'2'u (P) i

3 31)

o re ].ace the ground-
ave function

q, (r) S(0)

atrix elemen sI ts are tabulated:and the relevant

X
[

—R~ ))
4-+( )4-+'( ') tr 1

kr' Ir' —R'IEny —~o r

I~.(")d'r V"+'(r')
I —,—

r'

(0)(u(+)(p),u(0))L1—e '2 "
p'

(3.32)

yin

ti11 1
6(3' r')ii ——

=) d Q—z .
r' —R'lr &r' Z'r'

n ute inates of t e ea h lectron contnbOnly bound S sta
Eq. (3.28) and we hand

I do
1' r')8(R' r)l ———po(r r, ,)

P(0)R" (3.29)
3(m.a ') "2r33~2

element in Eq.'. The first matnx ew ic
valuated in t e we

fm h bo dobta
uantum numprincipal q

1 e3 g2n2

(3 30)(/)

3.28) we have noteotedthe form of Eq. (I arriving at th
round-sta et expectation va

COIl-
g

o E (3.
0

d o o . tat
are o nof higher than t e rs po

e can make a series oradius and t ere or c m
tions t a

'
ca

't d electron states e+.
nd states to the sumlof positive-energy

f the spherical sym-adover states an ta e
t '

R to writemetr

X ly (+)(r)( |—R~~ i

X e' ' '+' )) (3 33)=—lp(0 nX ReXV e,, R).(u(0) nu (p
p'

u"'(p) u' '(p).
Using

p'dpdQ„

(-)
n p+Pm+E~2 u"'(p)(u"'(p) '=)

2E„

E„=+(p'+m') "',
—n p Pm+E„—

syins

Z u' '(p)(u( '(p))'=-
Spin S

Ep=m,

and retaining only sp' — 'pin-Ri terms

(u(o),nu'(p))(u'(p), u(o
spins

we find

v (g)—
40.p'~

Re
d'R

I (.(~) I'
4xR' ; (.(&') IV'(0)

4~R"

dppodQ„43r
X — n R.

'I. (3.34)'('" '" '

~ -- ..+-r
~p (R—Rr)

2jV

lements differ only inmatnx eemThe negative-energy
the replacement
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(3.42)

After carrying out the angular integration over p and which cancels the structure term of Eq. (3.25) and
taking the gradients in Eq. (3.34) we have

8 "dp
v «~= —v,

')rGo p p

X {io(PR)—Jo(P I
R—R'I)), (3.35)

00

where j0 is the spherical Bessel function of zeroth order
and the notation

( )gp= d'Rd'R'Cpt(R)C~t(R')

X {. . )4(R)co(R') (3.36)

has been introduced. It is convenient to split v2«)

into two finite parts:

where

(I R—R'I)—= d'R
I p.(R) I'

4 R2

I p, (R') I'
X d'R'

I
R-R'I . (3.43)

4~R"

Adding Eqs. (3.41) and (3.42) to Eq. (3.25) gives the
structure correction to hfs due to both the distribution
of magnetization in the proton ground state and the
alteration of the electron wave function from a point
Coulomb solution as a result of the proton structure.
The total hfs contribution in this approximation is

P —Pg+ vo ("+so(P = vv {1—(2/uo) ( I
R—R'

I )) (3 44)

where

and

vo(P) =vo(P)+vo(P)

8 "dp
P2 +VV —,{1—ip(pR) )

7IGp p p 00

Using the identity

we obtain
vp(p) =+vv(2(R)/ap)

8 "dp
vp(') =—vv —{1—jp(pI R—R'I))

m&o o po 00

Equation (3.44) does not yet include any contribution
(337) arising from polarization since all excited quarkette

states have been omitted in the second-order perturba-
tion treatment. For a rigid-sphere model of the proton-
i.e., a proton with the excited state spectrum far re-
moved from the ground state to which it is only
negligibly coupled by the perturbation —Eq. (3.44) is

(3.39) the correct result for the structure effect on hfs.
A general model-independent derivation of this non-

relativistic result was first given in 1956 by Zemach. "
Specific dependence on a model such as the one in-
troduced in this section is required in order to formulate

(3 40) the polarizability calculation which is our primary con-
cern and to which we turn now. This involves the terms
with AWO in Eq. (3.27) corresponding to quarkette

(3.41) excitation. Denoting this contribution by vo(') we have

4n'p„
d'R'd'r'

M n+~0

1 1
+,t(r, R) e

I
V, Xe

I
+g„+(r,R)@~„+t(r',R') 4', (r', R')

Ir—RI i ' '
Ir' —R'I

W~ Wo+E + Eo— —

1 1
'pp~- (r R) &

I
&r X(r +~o(r, R)+~ot(r', R') eo -(r', R')

Ir—RI Ir' —R'I

Wg —Wp —E„+E()- (3.45)

Since the 1/r term of H, has no matrix elements to
excited quarkette states it has been dropped. Also
the convection current term in Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6)
does not contribute to hfs to this order and can be
omitted since it contributes only a spin-independent
energy when inserted in Eq. (3.45). As we found in
Eq. (3.28) where there was no quarkette excitation the
important contributions to Eq. (3.45) come from
relativistic intermediate electron energies; in this case

(Wz —Wp)))m. For such energies we may again
replace the Dirac-Coulomb states f„~ by free-particle
wave functions Eq. (3.31) with a negligible error 0(op).

Furthermore, as is apparent in the form of Eq. (3.34)
when the energy denominators are replaced by

1

E ~gg»(o)~»(~) W —W + E ~rg»&~ W W +.p
(3.46)

the positive- and negative-energy sums in Eq. (3.45)
contribute equally to the order of accuracy to which we
are working. Thus we need only evaluate the positive-
energy sum explicitly and double the result to obtain
v2 (e)
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Proceeding in complete analogy with the calculation satisfies Eq. (3.49), and the correction is sizable. On the
of vs«) in Eqs. (3.28) and (3.34) we reduce Eq. (3.45) to other hand, for

32~'uk'(0)
vo(') =— P d'RdsR'C(}'(R)Cgt(R')

A~o

"dp (oXvR)'((r XVR)
XC p(R')Cg(R)

o p' W~ —Wo+p

dQ~
e'&p (R—R~)

8
=—vv

sgo Awp p p

1
X (1—j (pIR —R'I)) (3 4&)

(W~—Wp+ p) AO

We may now recognize vo«) of Eq. (3.39) as the ground-
state term 2=0 missing from the sum in Eq. (3.47)
and we can combine them:

8 00 dp
vs (}})+vs (~)—

s'ap ~}}& p p(W~ —Wp+ p)

x(1—j (p~R —s'~}}) . (348}
AO

V~ 68'E) 1, (3.50)

1—jp(p( R—R'[)= ds j&(s) (3.51)

into Eq. (3.48) and interchanging orders of integra-
tion one has

v «)+ v (') =—v

8 " dsjt(s)

muP»» P 5"A—8'P

X»~ 1.+
~

. (3.52)

The contribution from the proton ground state, i.e.,
A=O, is explicitly evaluated by observing

the electron cannot follow the charge which is moving
too rapidly. In this case the proton approaches the
hard-sphere limit, the polarizability correction becomes
unimportant, and proton radii or form factors as meas-
ured in the elastic electron-proton scattering completely
characterize the correction to the Fermi term in hfs
as computed originally by Iddings and Platzman'7
and by Zemach. "

These remarks and observations take the following
mathematical form. Introducing the integral

p(R—R'
J

Before continuing we can gain some valuable insight
into the magnitude of the polarizability correction by
considering Eq. (3.48). This expression makes it clear
that intermediate electron momenta of

p (1/R) & 100 MeV))m

lim
(~a—~o) ~O

ds j&(s)
(Wg —Wp)

(W~ —W,}i
R—R'i)

(Xln 1+

are of primary importance —i.e. , the hfs is sensitive to
the amplitude of finding the electron near the proton
as is well known. The criterion determining when the
polarizability contribution will be important or not
can be seen from Eq. (3.48). The important region
of intermediate electron momenta extends up to
p 1/R. According to the energy denominator in
Eq. (3.48) the contributions from excited states such
that AW~& p,„1/Rmay be of the same approximate
magnitude as the ground-state term whereas the con-
tributions from highly excited states with 6$'AR))1
are reduced.

The physical origin of this criterion is understood by
noting that AS"AR is a measure of the quarkette
velocity V, as it moves a distance R in time 1/AWz.
Thus for

(3.49)

the electron moving near the proton surface with the
velocity of light (c=1) can follow the proton and
recenter its wave function around the instantaneous
charge position. In this case the polarizability may be
calculated using the recentering theory of A. Bohr"
and Low, '4 as developed for the deuteron which

= [R—R'[
jt(s)

ds =-,'s
~

R—R'~ (3.53)

which reduces to Eq. (3.44) as already evaluated. The
approximate measure of the excited-state contribution
is given by the factor

1—ln(1+x), (3.54)

where X=AWXB is the p—roduct of a mean excitation
energy of the proton, AW, and a mean radial size R. In
the limit of a rigid proton AW ~op the polarizability
correction (1/X) ln(1+X) —+0.

In the opposite limit of a very polarizable structure
such that for ul/ A, (W~—Wp) R-+ 0 we again make
the approximations of Eq. (3.53) and Eq. (3.52) becomes

2
(vs(»+vs('))a}v p

———vv— d'R d'R' Q Cpt(R)
Qp allA

XCz(R)C}&t(R')Co(R')
i
R—R'i =0, (3.55)

'7 C. Iddings and P. Platzman, Phys. Rev. 113, 192 (1959).See
also R. Faustov, Nuci. Phys. 75, 669 (1966).
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when we make use of completeness of the intermediate-
state sum

g Cg(R)Cgt(R') = 8'(R—R')

to apply closure. What is going on in this case is that
the electron and proton wave functions have been
distorted —i.e., polarized —by their mutual Coulomb
attractions so that they follow each other's instan-
taneous position. There is then no Gnite-size reduction
of the hfs in contrast to the rigid-proton case in which
the electron sees the ground-state average charge and
magnetization distributions. The recentering theory of
A. Bohr" applies in the polarizable limit in which case
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid for the
relevant portion of the electron wave function at the
proton (or nuclear) surface. The formal series generated
by the recentering transformation of Low'4 is just an
expansion in powers of the parameter X in Eq. (3.54)
and is appropriate for X(1.The present treatment is
less elegant in this case but is a convergent perturba-
tion expansion in powers of the 6ne-structure constant
a and of R/ao n(mE) (n and so can be applied to both
the polarizable and the rigid-sphere limit. " Model-
dependent numerical results can also be obtained for an
intermediate case with X 1 as is appropriate for the
physical proton which has important resonant excita-
tions with AS" 300 MeV to several BeV and E. 0.7
F~300 MeV '. We pursue the numerical discussions
in more detail after looking at the negative-parity
quarkette Inodel which leads to a similar form for the
polarizability correction to the hfs.

For arbitrary polarizability the hfs is expressed by
the sum of Eq. (3.44) and Eq. (3.52) with the ground-
state term A=O omitted from the intermediate-state
sum (AW~ =—W~—Wo):

Formally the eEect of replacing a point by a dis-
tributed quarkette is summarized by generalizing Eqs.
(3.4) and (3.6) to

g2 1
H, '= — —d'S p, (S—R)

4o Ir-SI
(3.57)

X(S'—R')
o p(W~ —Wo+p)

X(1—j (pl S—S'I) ) . (3.59)
AO

In the limit of a quarkette of large radius but with a
very polarizable wave function we may neglect S'&—S'0
in the denominator of Eq. (3.59) and use closure and
Eq. (3.40) to obtain

2
vo«&+vo&'& = —vv— doSd'S'd'Rd'R'C'ot(R) p (S—R)

Go

Xp.(S'—R') C'o(R') b'(R —R')
I
S—S'

I

8K

A(r) = —— d'S p (S—R)Vs Xa, (3.58)
2p, Ir—SI

where p, and p are the charge and magnetic densities
of the quarkette, respectively. As in the point case the
structure correction in v~ is cancelled by a part f2«' of
the second-order correction. The full structure correc-
tion is obtained by replacing Kq. (3.48) by

8
vo«'+vo" ———vv P d'S p (S—R) d'S'p,

~go all A.

2
v=vv 1——(IR—R'I)+ ds j&(s)

where
Qp

(3.60)

1
XZ», I (356)

zoo QW~ s+AW~IR —R'I ~ol

Before leaving this spinor model we note one trivial
generalization that can be made but which alters no
conclusions. Instead of treating the quarkette as a point
particle we may endow it with an intrinsic structure of
its own. An extreme case would be to assign a large
intrinsic radius to the quarkette, describing its meson
cloud as extending out to the observed proton radius,
but to bind the center of the quarkette tightly to the
origin of the potential V(R) in Eq. (3.2). Such a model
would be a return to a rigid-sphere model of the proton
and would not remove the apparent hfs discrepancy un-
less the quarkette-structure cloud were itself polarizable.

' We have recalculated the structure corrections to the
deuterium hfs reproducing the Low results in the polarizable
limit B~N —+0 as is appropriate in this case.

(IS—S'I)= doSdoS'p (S)p,(S') IS—S'I . (3.61)

The total hfs is then

(v=»l 1—(IS-S
I

uo
(3.62)

which is the rigid-sphere model once more, only now it
is the quarkette itself that is the rigid sphere.

B. Orbital Model

In this part we consider the negative-parity quarkette
or orbital model of the proton. The fuQ Hamiltonian is
written as in Eq. (3.8) of Subsec. A except that the
quarkette is now a spin-zero particle and has no intrinsic
magnetic dipole moment; i.e., a=0 in Kq. (3.6). It is in
a E orbit about the inlnite-mass center which is
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R)
X nR

Ir—RI ~4~R2
Szn2

~'(0)"-"

V(
analogy

) 2 ——— ' Re —— ((r,X ~e —— V) ~) 2«) =—64n'F2(0) e
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E s. (3.32) andE s. . (3.73) we find in completeX(RX 1——;R/ap)),. ( .3 66) Using Eqs.

(R)~=v,
I

1——', (3.68 where
64o.2

p2(p) =+ P(0)

P2 (P) =P2(P)+r2(g) (3.75)

(3.69)

ia,l E . (3.63)
and ground-state Eqs. (3.64 an

V—=i',Rj= ( i/u)Va+—VsI.(rXR,

3j)(pR)
R)

o p p o

(3.76)
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and
64n2 "dp

vpipl=—— F2(0) ~,x V (R—R')
3 0 P

3j&(p I
R R'

I )
X —1 . (3.77)

pi R—R'i lip

"dx( 3ji($))
~=3~/16.

X2& X
(3.78)

Noting that (e.X V'R )pp=0 we see that Eq. (3.76)
and Eq. (3.77) add back to form Eq. (3.74). The first
term precisely cancels the first-order size correction to
hfs in Eq. (3.68) as we show with the help of the
identity

integration. At p~ 0 there is an apparent but not a
real divergence as we see by putting a lower cutoff at
~, 0««aW&.

1 (IOWA+0)
ln/

p(EWA+ p) hWA k 0 )
dp

0

in(BAWA) —ln(R0)+O~ ~, (3.86)
AWg kAWA)

where It' is an arbitrary length. The third term vanishes
as e~ 0 and the second logarithm lnBe gives no hfs
contribution as we show by the following argument
using closure and Eq. (3.69). Define

In Eq. (3.76) this gives

v2«&=+4~+y2(0)((e. Rx V)z)p (3.79)
QRA —— d'R C Rt(R)QCA(R) . (3.87)

which is just the opposite of the finite-size correction
in Eq. (3.66). The second term may be rewritten using p (e . VXR~)„,
Eq. (3.78) as x~o DW& Awo AW~

V2 = 42ro'2lp2(0)((e. (R—R') X V)
~

R—R'
~
)00. (3 80)

+e'

Equation (3.80) is the analog of Eq. (3.42) of Subsec.
A, namely, the full proton size correction for a hard-
sphere model of the proton, that is

vi+ v2 «l =vv/1 —-02 (1/ap)

X(je '(R—R)X V) )R—R ))pp]. (3.81)

The excited-state contribution v2(' may be manip-
ulated by now familiar techniques to the form

e.. V0A XRA 0 = i P—ea R0A XRA 0
~go g8'~ Ago

=ie, ' R00X R00=0 ~ (3.88)

Taking now the limit e —+ 0 we find

X d'RC pt(R) VC A(R) dpi'' 4 At(R') R'4 0(R')

v2&'& =+64n'F2(0)

"dp(e.X V) VRjp(p~R —R'~)
XP . (3.82)

0 pp(QWA+p)

~
~

~ ~

Ao

This again is conveniently split into two parts after
carrying out the gradient operation:

64n2

in(DEWAR)

0'(0) 2 (e. (VXR'))Ap
3 Ago QW~

—SM
=vv —P ln(&WAR)ie. (R0AXRA0).

7l Qp p& ++o

(3.89)

v «&=v, i'i+v &'&

where

64o.2

v2
' —=+ lp'(0)

3 8 M " dp
v ip&+v ('&= —v e,XV

2rl20 pp allA 0 p(+WA+ p)
w dp

X Q (e.XV R')
0 p(~WA+p)

(3.84)
(3ji(p I

R—R'
I )

X (R—R')
I

—1 (3 90)
pi R—R'i Ap

and
64n2 " dp

0'(0) Z' e,X V. (R—R')
3 Awp 0 p(DWA+ p)

3ji(p ~
R—R'~)

X —1 . (3.85)
pf R—R'f Ao

In the very polarizable limit 6W& can be neglected in
the denominator of Eq. (3.90)—i.e., the important
excited states in the sum are all of suKciently low
energy that AW&R«1. We can then use closure to
obtain

(3 83) Finally returning to v2&' we see that the A = 0 term
which is missing from the sum in Eq. (3.85) is precisely
the second-order ground-state term v2«' in Eq. (3.77);
combining yields

The first term may be reduced by carrying out the dp v2«&+v2«l =0.
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is still significant. At an excitation energy of 8'&—5'0
=400 MeV, for example, this one level contributes 3
as much to the polarizability correction as it does in
the completely polarizable limit (W» —Ws) R~O and
cancels 6 of the finite-size correction to the hfs."
Taking into account the fact that I» in Eq. (3.97) is
positive definite for all states A/0 it becomesclear
that the contributions of several excited states in this
model may cancel an appreciable fraction of the finite-
size reduction in Eq. (3.96) of the hfs.

No one state A need dominate. Indeed if the density
of highly excited states increases rapidly they will play
a dominant role. For example if we apply Eq. (3.97) to
a model of the proton in which the spinor quarkette
is located radially at a distance 8 from the force center
we have

(t R—R'i expL —
(
R—R'i (W» —Ws)rg)»s —+ —',8

&( dp(2 —2p) '~s expL —B(W»—Ws) r(2 —2p) t~s]

=-',8 ds s' expL —srB(W» —Ws)]

(W'» —Wp)'
for W»~~. (3.100)

"If the retardation e6ects of Ref. I',29) are included, the numeri-
cal values plotted in Fig. 2 are reduced by approximately 10'P&
for W» —Ws=400MeV attd by close to 20% for W» —Wo 1 BeV.

Thus if the density of levels grows more rapidly than
(W» W p) the effect of the highly excited levels will

be important.
Evidently the details of the dynamics of the proton

cannot be avoided completely in a quantitative study
of the hfs. A similar conclusion follows from the
massive three-quark model of Fenster and Nambu. '
They have invoked the recentering idea of A. Bohr"
to partially cancel the ground-state average form-
factor effect as expressed in Eq. (3.44) or Eq. (3.81).
Their theory is based on a strict analogy for the proton,
constructed of massive slow-moving quarks, with a
nucleus formed of nucleons. However, there is a
fundamental di%culty in taking this analogy literally as
proposed by Fenster and Nambu. This arises from the
fact that the scale of excitation energies 6$' for the
proton is much higher than that for a nucleus. In
the deuteron or other weakly bound nuclear systems
(with anomalous thresholds) the relevant parameter is
6$'R(1 and the recentering idea of Bohr is applicable.
This is not true for a proton for which the minimum AB'
is the pion-production threshold, =140 MeV, so that
AS"R&1. The Fenster and Nambu prediction is a
partial cancellation of the finite-size reduction in the
hfs reduction based on the recentering assumption
which requires RDS'(1. Whether the proton radius R
is attributed to the bound-state wave function of a

quarkette or to the intrinsic radius of the quarkette
itself, the simple recentering assumption cannot be
applied to the proton, as we saw below Eq. (3.55) and
in Eq. (3.62).

The numbers we obtained above may have no
quantitative significance whatsoever. However, they
do carry a warning that simplified approximate inputs
in a relativistic dispersion analysis must also be viewed
with great caution. At the same time these numbers
also provide a strong motivation to perform a dispersion-
theoretic calculation of the polarizability beyond the
ones that have been given and which so far have con-
centrated on the 33 resonance alone. We turn to the
relativistic theory now.

IV. RELATIVISTIC CALCULATION

In this section we take up the relativistic calculation
of the proton structure correction to the hfs. The
general formulation has already been given by Iddings'
along with the calculation of the proton ground-state
terms —the analogs of s ~ and v2«' of the previous section.
As in Sec. III we focus our attention on the polar-
izability corrections. Because we work with different
invariant amplitudes and make contact with the low-

energy theorem in a different manner than Ref. 9, we

briefly resketch the development of Iddings.
The contribution to hfs arising from proton recoil

was first calculated by Newcomb and Salpeter" and

by Arnowitt. "Their analysis required a study of the
bound-state equation for the electron-proton system.
If the proton is treated as a point Dirac particle of
finite mass but with zero anomalous moment, the hfs
contribution is

m3 Mi——ln —
~

= —10 ppm.
1+~M 7r m)

When the proton is also assigned a point Pauli moment
of ~=1.79 nuclear magnetons the additional contribu-
tion to hfs is

n m 1 a') M)——3 1——/ln —
/

1+a M vr 4I ml

3
+a'— ——',+3 In — =—4 ppm.

4 3f

A logarithmic cutoff A 2' has been introduced as
needed into the square of the Pauli moment interaction
and shows a sensitivity of the numerical results to
virtual photons of high mass being exchanged between
the atomic electron and the proton. This divergence is
removed in a natural way when the structure of the
proton is taken into account as first studied by Iddings
and Platzman'~ and by Zemach. '3 In particular they
show that the effect of structure analogous to the con-
tributions of (vt —vv) and of vst" in the Schrodinger
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where Ft(k'), and Fs(k') are the proton Dirac and Pauli
electromagnetic form factors, respectively, and the cut
starts at the pion-nucleon threshold,

C(k') = (1/4M') (2M1r+y' —k') '. (4.8)

Throughout this section p, will denote the pion mass.
Iddings' has further shown through unitarity that
ImII~ and Im&2 in the spacelike region k'&0 may be
determined experimentally from the cross section of
inelastic scattering of polarized electrons from polarized
protons. It will be a long time, however, before such
data exist.

In writing Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) we have made the
assumption that there need be no subtractions in co

4 7I g (p) co

ImHt(0, (p') . (4.9)

We write this difference as

where
r,/r r =St+Ss+Ss, (4.10)

for all k'&0. We defer further remarks about this
point until the discussion of Sec. V. We must subtract
from Eqs. (4.4) to (4.7) the point-proton result which
is obtained by setting P&——F2= 1, ImII2 ——0, and'2 by the
low-energy theorem of Low" and of Gell-Mann and
Goldberger, '4

1 ~ eke'2

Sg ——

apM(1+«)mrs

d'E 2K'(2K +Ep )fPt(Ft+rrFs) —(1+rr))+6E Kp KtrFs(Fr+KFs) (1+jr)j
E' (E4/M')+4E p'

(2K2+E 2)K2(F 2 1$
(4.11)

dE oo

(9/4)«'Fps( —Es)——
E 7l g (—+2) CO

&&ImHr( —E', )re{38—28'—2(2—8)L8(8+1)$"'} (4.12)

S3= dhp's ImHs( —E' cp') {1+28—2/8(8+1) $'Is}
apM (1+rr) mpK 'c r ~si

(4.13)

and Most of the contribution to S~ comes from the 6rst
factor in the pole term which is linear in the total mo-
ment. The structure correction from this factor con-
tributes —26.6 ppm using measured form factors
whereas the pole term proportional to «(1+re) subtracts
another 6.2 ppm. Finally the nonpole term is respon-
sible for only +1.3 ppm.

For a proton without excitations we return to the
rigid-sphere proton limit of the models in Sec. III.
Furthermore we can reduce the result for v, to the form
found by Zemach" for structure corrections in the non-
relativistic limit by taking the 3f —+~ limit in which
case only Eq. (4.11) survives. The last or nonpole term
in Eq. (4.11) when added to the recoil terms Sz con-
verges for E—+~ as remarked above. In the M ~
limit it vanishes as a result of the 1/M factor out in
front of the integral. We may do the Ep integral as a
contour integral in the complex ECp plane. Writing

8—=cp"/E'.

Note that a nonpole term proportional to a' has been
added in St and then subtracted out in Ss. (As a point of
reference it might be remarked that S~ happens to
coincide with the Born approximation taken with
form factors at the verticies. ) The term Sr has already
been evaluated by Iddings' and, when it is added to
the recoil corrections Sg, one has

(4.14)Srr+St ———(34.5&2) ppm.

Ep= (Ep,k),
k= iki,

d4E =d'kdEp,
'~S. D. Drell and A. C. Hearn, Phys. Rev. Letters 16, 908

(1966)."F.Low, Phys. Rev. 96, 1428 (1954).
'4M. Gell-Mann and M. L. Goldberger, Phys. Rev. 96, 1433

(1954)."S.D. Drell, A. C. Finn, and A. C. Hearn, Phys. Rev. 136,
B1439 (1964).It is required that Fp(k') ~ 0 as k' ~ +~ if there
is to be no subtraction in the photon propagator. However Fu(k')
might have a different behavior for (—k') ~ +~.

we see that poles occur at the roots of

Ep'+k'= &2iMEp
01

ik'
Ep= + L1+0(1/M')g

2M
(4.15)

Separately Sg and S~ have logarithmic divergences in
the terms proportional to I(.

" but when they are added
these divergences cancel Provided'P Fs(k') —+ 0 as

(—k') ~po, so that the integral f(dK/K)Fs'( K')—
converges for E' —+. The detailed numerical calcu-
lations of Iddings' show that once the form factors
Ft and Fs are fitted to their observed rms radii Land
Provided Fs-+0 as (—ks)-+Pe j, there is suPrisingly
little freedom ((&2 ppm) in the value of St.
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Fxo. 4. Photopion-production
cross section in H according to the
model of Gourdin-Salin (Ref. 37);
taken from (Ref. 31). op (oz) is
the cross section for absorbing a
circularly polarized photon arith its
spin parallel (antiparallel) to the
proton spin.
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and
&p = & 2' Li+O(1/3II2) ).

where
pt( p2)+1cps( p2)

G)1r(—ks) —= (4.18)

is the magnetic form factor of the proton. Introducing
the spherical charge and ma, gnetic densities p, (R) and
pst(R), respectively,

P ( P2) — dsR eik Rp (R)

G2e(—k2) = dsR'e '~'R'p)1r(R'),

(4.19)

and using the identity t see Eq. (3.40)j

(4.20)

we obtain

where
S„=—(2/ap)(~ R—R'~ )+O(1/M), (4.21)

(i R—R'i)= d'RdsR'p, (R)p)1r(R') i
R—R'i . (4.22)

In the limit M —+ it is only the residue at

Kp ——i&2/2M

that survives as we close the contour in the upper half
plane and Eq. (4.11) reduces to

8 "dk
S, & —LFi(—k2)Gsr( —ks) —1$, (4.17)3I~~ ~g P2

1V*(1238) intermediate state to the absorptive ampli-
tude in the dispersion integrals. In view of the dominant
role of the 33 resonance in low-energy photopion proc-
esses and its prominent contribution to Compton
scattering, which it enhances by roughly one order of
magnitude above the pole term at photon energy
=300 MeV, it might be expected to contribute sig-
nificantly to the polarizability correction to hfs. How-
ever, it was found to play a totally negligible role con-
tributing &]. ppm. This result may be understood in
terms of the discussions that have been given of the
smallness of the two-photon exchange contributions to
electron-proton scattering at high energies. ' The
arguments given there for the smallness of a narrow
resonance's contribution to the dispersive amplitude
may be rephrased in language appropriate to the Cot-
tingham formulation. After rotating the ko contour to
the imaginary axis as in Eq. (4.4), the hfs contribution
is expressed as an integral over the Compton scattering
of a virtual spacelike photon with an energy denomi-
nator that never becomes small even in the 33 resonance
region. No one energy region is dominant because the
energy factors in Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) are slowly

varying and it is the total area under the photopion-
production curve that contributes to Hj, and H2, or.

equivalently to S2 and S3.This area exceeds that under

any one resonance as shown in I'ig. 4.
Another point emphasized by the models discussed

in Sec. III is that proton states of odd parity, in

contrast with even-parity ones excited by Mi transi-

tions, play a prominent role in the polarizability con-
tribution. We therefore turn to the continuum and the
odd-parity resonant excited states of the proton for
further corrections to the hfs.

We first discuss the term S2 about which we may hope
to get some guide from physical Compton scattering.
With the help of the sum rule Eq. (4.9) we rewrite S2

So far the only atteinpts at calculations beyond Si 26 See S. D. Drell and F. zachariasen, Etectromctgrtetic Structure
have been estimatesp 2"' of the contribution of the of fttucleorts (Oxford University Press, London, 196&), Chap. &
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in the convenient ratio form

S2——
9K2 dE

— F22( E')—
a(PI(1+a)m'

fg~ i~i (dM /M ) ImH (—E GD )p(CO /E )
X

F2'(—E')Jo(0)"(d(o"/a)") ImHg(0, co')

We approximate F&(—E') by the form

F2(—E') = 1/t 1+(E/0.96M) ')'.
The results are shown in Table I. Recall that this fit
uses low-energy S-wave parameters, puts in the
Ã~(1238) with predominately magnetic dipole excita-
tion as well as the second resonance, ' and takes (0~—0+)
equal to zero beyond 0.9 BeV.

As a crude test of the effect of assuming that the sum

rule Eq. (4.9) is only apparently saturated by 0.9
BeV—that the integrand in fact is large and oscillating
beyond 0.9 BeV—we show also the effect of adding a
tail to the above Gt:

where
(4.23a) —',(a~—0~) = —50 pb, 0.9 Bev&~&1.8 BeV

P(8) = (2(2 8)r 8(8+1))' ' 38+28') (4 24)
9

Note that p satis6es

0&P(8)& 1, for 0& 8

5 1
P(8) —+ 1———+, as 8-+ao

18 0

(4.25a)

(4.25b)

p(8) ~—(4v'8 —8+. ), as 8~ 0. (4.25c)
9

ImH~( —E' ar) =g(E') InM~(0 &o), (4.26)

then it may be seen from Eq. (4.25a) and Eq. (4.8)
according to which C(—E')&C(0) that S~&0 pro-
vided g(E') &(F2(—E'))', and provided ImH~(0, &o) is
always of the same sign for p(~(~. As shown in
Refs. 37 and 32 ImH~(0, &u) is proportional to $0~(co)—og(co)), where Op(co)LO~(cv)) is the total cross section
for the absorption of a circularly polarized photon of
laboratory energy co by a proton with its spin parallel
(antiparallel) to the photon spin. Using the same fit to
(az —0&) as in Fig. 4, we have numerically integrated
Eq. (4.23a) for the cases

Using Eq. (4.25b) it is immediately clear that in the
limit E—+0 the two terms of Eq. (4.23a) cancel and
therefore the integrand is well behaved at E=O.

To proceed further we must resort to theoretical
models and assumptions. If one assumes that the
dependence of ImH1 on the photon mass is a simple
scale factor, namely,

TAN&.z E. Model calculations of S2 in parts per million.

(a) (b)
g(K') g(K')

= Li +(Kj0.96M)'g 4 =0(1.5 Bev~ —K')

(c)
g(K')
=1

which improves the 6t to the sum rule. The resulting
values for S2 including this tail are shown also in Table
I. The sign and magnitude of S2 are dependent on the
details of the cutoff as well as on the behavior of
(0.&—0&) which may take positive as well as negative
values at high energies. However, in all cases the con-
tributions to S2 amount to no more than 1—2 ppm
and thus have little impact on the hfs problem.

We next turn to S3. Because physical Compton
scattering tells nothing about H~ and there is no
sum rule to help normalize the calculation, the magni-
tude and sign expected for S3 is even more uncertain
than for S2. Although there are some data on elec-

tropion production, the polarized inelastic electron-
proton data that are actually required do not at this
time exist. We are interested in finding if any terms in
Im.P& are candidates for contributing sizably to S3
in Eq. (4.13) or whether a sensitivity of the resulting
value for S3 to unknown features of the electropion
amplitude can be identi6ed.

In the beginning, at least, we are making only a rough
search for polarization contributions, so we may use
the static model and thereby simplify the kinematics
and spin considerations. This approximation will

certainly suKce for order-of-magnitude calculations.
The small nucleon isoscalar anomalous moment will

also be neglected; thus K=K@= K„.
Our method for separating InW~ out of the elec-

tropion production amplitude is the following. We

g(E') = LF2(—E'))', (4.23b)
Sum-rule

fit to $(OJ —era)

gives ~ =2.1

0.5 —1.5 —1,5

g(E') = 1, all E'. (4.23d)

g(E')=1,0&E'=1.5 BeV';
g(E') =0 E'&1.5 BeV' (4.23c)

Sum-rule fit
with tail to
$ (~z —~a)
gives a =1.8

0.6 —0.7

'7M. Gell-Mann, M. L. Golbderger, and W. Thirring, Phys.
Rev. 95, 1621 (1954).

'8 M. Gourdin and Ph. Salin, Nuovo Cimento 27, 193 (1963);
Ph. Salin, jhow'. 28, 1294 (1963).
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q'~'
p & 2

u)

f'M'
ImP3&~&( —E3,&p) =g(E')

p, ek-
e C'&e;='e' C.e=(2i/M3) L{k e'.o (kXe)

—k. eo (kXe')(Bi—M33B3)}
—M~ (e'Xe)(a,—E'a3)j, (4.27)

(1+23)- 3 (q+ —:(Q.-Q.)—I

— (Q.-Q.)
2M(o 5V

contract Eq. (4.4) with polarization vectors e and e' for We iind from Eqs. (4.2'7) and (4.29)
the incoming and outgoing (virtual) photons, re-
spectively, and, in the gauge ep'=co=0, this gives

where —E'= k„k~&0.
Consider Grst of all the nucleon —one-pion inter-

mediate state with momenta as de6ned in Fig. 5. The
photoproduction amplitude A e that we work with is
normalized according to

I

where Qi=Qi((E3+2cp3)/2kq) are the Legendre func-
tions of the second kind. The 7r'p amplitude of Eq.
(4.32) makes only a negligible 1/M correction to the
smallest terms of Eq. (4.33).

If we take for A the 1V*(1238) amplitude with reso-
nant magnetic dipole excitation only,

)A e~', (4.28) 'e ~+a=

(do) af q

~df1~produc3ion ' P P sPin and
charge states

v2ip (1+2K)e'3»
sin833 X

12Mq'f'
where

X{2q (kXe) —io (qX(kXe))}X, (4.34)

q= ~q),k=
i k), and f'= (p'/4M3)(g. »3/4n) =0.08

is the pseudovector pion-nucleon coupling constant. we find
Unitarity in the static limit gives y'(1+ 2') ' sin'833

ImH3 &~i(—E3,(p) =g(E') (4.35)
48(pq3f'

(q~ dQ,
Im(e'. C e) = f'i —/—

&p3j 4~ with 833 the pion-nucleon phase shift in the 3-3 channel.
Finally taking for 2 the Fubini-Nambu-Wataghin

(A e')t(A e). (4.29) (FNW)" approximation to the full static-model photo-
production amplitude,spin and

charge states

If we take for A the S-wave threshold (electric- o (k—q)(2q —k) e

diPole and longitudinal diPole) Production of Pions,
' "

E2+2(g2 2k.q
we have

okke~
(A e) + =42Xti o e- ix,

E'+233'1
(A e). ,=0,

(4.30)

ip, '(1+2~)e"» sinb33

12Mq'f'

X/2q (kXe)—io (qX(kXe))] X, (4.36)
where Xt, X are nucleon two-component spinors.
Using Eqs. (4.29) and (4.30), we find

f'M'q 1
Ima i i(—E M)= —g(E ) (4.31)

p cp (E +2(3 )

(A e).o„=

we 6nd

iiii'(1j2~)e'3» sin833
X~

6M'q'f'

X/2q (kXe)—io (qX(kXe))jX,

As a second model we take for A the full nonrela-
tivistic Born approximation

o (k—q)(2q —k). e
(A. e):„=v2X'~ o e+

E3+2~3—2q k

qy
' p3(1+2~) ' sin3633——

I
Q3 +

ui 4833q3f3

f'M' 3 (q)I a,"" (—E', )=g(E') — ——;Q,+-i- iQ
3i3ipk 2 Ekj

(4.37)

(A e) I„=—(1+2~)
Xt{cd3o e+o"LqX(kXe)]}X. 39 S. Fubini, Y. Nambu, and V. Wataghin, Phys. Rev. 111,329

(1958).

i(1+2~) ) In Eqs. (4.31), (4.33), (4.35), and (4.37) an ad hoe
+ q'(kXe) IX~ (4 32) form factor g(E') has been added. Table II gives the

results for S3 for each amplitude taken with three
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PROTON
N (f238)

FrG. 6. Kinematics
for amplitude of vir-
tual photoproduc-
tion of the E~(1238)
plus a pion.

choices of g(E'):

g(E') = Lps( —E')j'
=1) 0&X'&1.5 BeV'
=0, E'&j,.5 BeV'

=1) all E'

(4.38a)

(4.38b)

(4.38c)

(B e)„-~.-——(B e) +~. ,

(B e).o~.+=0,

(4.39)

where X; is the two-component polarization spinor for
the E*satisfying

We And

P X,X; =(8;;—-,'o;o,).
spins

(4.40)

1
ImH, (—Es,a)) =g(E')—

3 p cok

3)q g
X +-;ps—

~

— g,+ — gs, (4.41)
2(k k

where f~ is the 37mEe coupling constant fs, '=039.
Numerical results are shown at the bottom of Table II.

V. CONCLUSIONS

There can be but one conclusion from the varied
numbers in these tables: We do not know enough about
the amplitude of virtual photon absorption by a proton
to calculate the polarizability correction to hfs with
any con6dence using dispersion theory. Recall from
Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) that the input for the structure
contribution rs/v& is virtual photon absorption by a
proton integrated over all energies and spacelike masses
of photons. The weighting function in the integrals is
only slowly convergent at high energies and masses.
This is the analog of our earlier observation in the
Schrodinger models that high-momentum components
of the intermediate electron state corresponding to the
electron at the proton surface are important and that
numerous excited proton states play an important role
in hfs.

With the aid of the sum rule Eq. (4.9) based on the
low-energy theorem and the no-subtraction assumption

We also make a rough estimate of the E*(1238)-a.
intermediate state. ' The momenta are labeled in Fig.
6. The amplitude is

(k—0);(2q—k) e)
(B e);sr X;~(e.;+=~X,

Es+2rss —2k. q )

TABLz II. Model calculations of S3 in parts per million.

(a)
g(lo)

Nucleon-pion ~
1 1+(Z/0. 96M)~g 4

(b)
g(lo)

=e(1.5 BeV~-IO)

(c)
a(&')

a=1

S-wave threshold
electric dipole
amplitude

Born amplitude

N+(1238) magnetic
dipole amplitude

Born amplitude
with final-state
enhancement in
33 channel

N+(1238) pion

+0.9

—0.6
—0.3

—0.1

—0.01

+21

-0.6
—0.6

+0.2

—0.2

+ 2.5

—27.0
—(j.6

+ 0.3

—0.2

"F. Guerin (private communication) (to be published).

in the dispersion relation for B1the S2 contribution can
be tied down to a small value as shown in Table I.
Barring a very large and unanticipated enhancement in
IrnHt( —E',~) for large —E'(0 we cannot hope to
hand any signi6cant contribution to the hfs from this
term.

We turn next to S3 and the entries of Table II.
Photoexcitation of the E*(1238) is the best known and
calculable of the amplitudes but plays only a minor
role, as noted earlier, contributing (1ppm.

The electric dipole production of S-wave charged
pions has a threshold value 6xed by the Kroll-Ruderman
theorem for real photons (and in the limit of a massless
~+ being produced). Depending on the form factor
appropriate to this amplitude it may contribute up to
2—3 ppm in the direction of removing the apparent
discrepancy. However, much of its contribution is
apparently cancelled when we also include in the pion-
photoproduction amplitude the meson current con-
tribution in Born approximation and magnetic dipole
photoproduction to the 33 resonance state only as in
Eq. (4.3/). Nevertheless very different and cutoff-
dependent results are found from the model of Eq.
(4.33) which includes a Pauli coupling to the isovector
moment of the proton in Born approximation. This is
because the magnetic dipole amplitude continues to
grow with increasing photon energy in this model and
the integration over Imps( —E',cv) acquires very
sizable contributions for large co. Furthermore the
numerical results obtained in this way are sensitive
both in sign and magnitude to modifications of the
Born-approximation amplitudes by poorly known phase
shifts in the non-33 channels. The last row in Table Il
shows that an Ã*(1238) plus-pion state in the photo-
absorption amplitude is also not a promising candidate
for a hfs contribution.

While completing this write-up of our calculations
we have received a letter from Dr. Francoise Guerin"
at Orsay describing a dispersion analysis of the polar-
izability contribution to hfs along parallel lines to
our discussion of this section. She reports a contribution
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IntHs( —E',oi') = ImHs(0, e0') for co') 2M. (5.1)

The orders of integration in Eq. (4.13) can then be
interchanged and we obtain

(Ss) - — Cko' ImHs(0, co') . (5.2)
high energy & (1+&)~2

Whether or not this integral converges is unknown
although it exists for all of the models in Table II.
A numerical evaluation based on Eq. (4.31) gives (2
ppm to the hfs from Eq. (5.2).

With the assumption that the dispersion integral
in Eq. (4.7) does not exist we make a subtraction,
writing in place of Eq. (4.7)

Hs(k' io) =—«Fs(Fr+gFs)M'
+G(k'), (5.3)

(ks) 2 4M2ois

where we drop the dispersion integral itself as having
contributed negligibly to the hfs. Our idea here is to
determine G so that in Eq. (4.4) it adds 20-40 ppm to

4' A. Finn (unpublished).
4'H. Pagels, Phys. Rev. 144, 1261 (1966); H. Fried and T.

Truong, Phys. Rev. Letters 16, 559 (1966);G. Shaw and D. Wong
Phys. Rev. (to be published)."R.Dashen and S. Frautschi, Phys. Rev. 135, 31190 (1964);
R. Dashen, Phys. Rev. 135, 81196 (1964).

44 The need for a subtraction in the dispersion relations for H1
and IJ~ can be ruled out if one requires that the spin-dependent
contributions to the total electron-proton cross sections (elastic
plus inelastic) vanish with increasing electron energy.

of &1 ppm from the electric dipole photopion-produc-
tion amplitude as well as a negligible contribution from
higher resonances.

We find ourselves then with no clear candidate to
add even 10—20 ppm to the hfs. At the same time there
is enough sensitivity in the poorly calculable amplitudes
so that we cannot be sure that such a contribution is
not present. In this our dilemma is similar to that en-
countered by attempts" to use the Cottingham ap-
proach to calculate the neutron-proton mass difference.
For this problem it is the isovector part of the non —spin-
6ip forward virtual Compton amplitude that must be
determined and approximations similar to those we
have made above also fail to predict a neutron that is
more massive than the proton. As is abundantly clear
from the recent spate of analyses4' triggered by the work
of Dashen and Frautschi, 4' the detailed behavior of the
high-energy and photon-mass region is very important.

We might try to achieve further progress by looking
into the possibility of a subtracted dispersion relation
for Hs in Eq. (4.13).At high energies the E' dependence
of ImHs( —E',o&) can only be guessed and as a liberal
guess we may ignore form factors altogether setting

hfs; this fixes the integral

or

asM(1+ x)s'
d4E

EssG(—E') = (20-40)X10 '
E4

(5.4)

dE'G( —E')= —(30-60) .

"S. D. Drell and J. D. Sullivan, Phys. Letters 19, 516 (1966).
A. 8rowman, F. Liu, and C. Schaerf, Phys. Rev. 139, 81079

(1965). Further experiments on this ratio are in progress at
Cambridge Electron Accelerator (L. Hand) and Cornell; R. L.
Anerson, 8.Borgia, G. L. Cassiday, J.%.DHVire, A. S. Ito, and
E. C. Loh, Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 407 (1966).

However an inescapable implication of this assumption
is that there is a sizable difference between electron-
proton and positron-proton scattering. Since we in-
troduce the subtraction constant in order to increase
the attracti. on between the electron and proton and
thereby to increase the hfs it is not surprising that the
eGect of 6 is to increase the cross section for electron-
proton scattering above that for positron-proton scat-
tering. ' This appears to be in conQict with observa-
tion46 and so we abandon the idea of a simple subtrac-
tion term. This is not a rigid conclusion for two reasons.
First of all, one can tailor the E' dependence of G(—E')
so that the hfs is accounted for by the integral Kq.
(5.4) while at the same time the observed cross sections
at large E' are not altered. Secondly, the scattering is
observed at 6nite angles and so requires, for a complete
analysis of the two-photon exchange contribution to the
electron-positron difference, knowledge of virtual
Compton scattering in nonforward directions as well
as for tirnelike photon masses. Thus many more
amplitudes and parameters are introduced beyond those
appearing in the forward spin-Qip Compton amplitude
for virtual spacelike photons. For these reasons it
does not appear prodtable to explore this approach
beyond the discussion of Ref. 45. The introduction of
the subtraction constant G(k') in Eq. (5.3) leads us
directly back to the results computed there if we keep
only the leading terms for small momentum transfer in
the electron- (positron-) proton scattering amplitude.

Further counsel against searching for signi6cant con-
tributions to the hfs from high-energy parts of the two-
photon amplitude come from the current commutator
sum rules of Bjorken. "

The situation as we view it presently is as follows:
A relativistic dispersion approach fails to provide any
real insight or quantitative contributions towards a
resolution of the hfs problem.

The nonrelativistic Schrodinger models show that
sizable, albeit model-dependent, polarizability con-
tributions may very well be present and it is indeed
puzzling as to where they have been lost in the dis-
persion approach. These models also suggest that one
should not expect to find the predominant polarizability
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contributions to the hfs in the magnetic dipole excita-
tion of the Ã*(1238) resonance. The electric excitations
are also important.

Both in the hfs as well as the Lamb shift studies, "
the apparent discrepancies between theory and experi-
ment are comparable to the size of the proton recoil
current and structure contributions. The possibility
cannot be ruled out with certainty that a better under-
standing and formulation of the contributions due to
proton dynamics will not resolve these discrepancies.
We cannot claim to understand or to have computed
their contributions to the hfs to an accuracy of better
than 10 ppm.

A new determination of the fine-structure constant
from the fine structure" of H or D together with the
Ruderman" analysis of the chemical shift of the muon-
moment measurements may provide a purely experi-
mental resolution of the hfs problem itself but there
would then still remain the discrepancy in the com-
parison of theory with experiment in the Lamb
shift. "

Pote added in proof. Recent very precise measure-
ments of 2e/h to an accuracy of =2 ppm by means of
the ac Josephson effect have been reported $D. N.

'r E. E. Salpeter, Phys. Rev. 87, 328 (1952); 89, 92 (1953);T.
Fulton and P. C. Martin, ibid. 95, 811 (1954).

"M. A. Ruderman, Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 794 (1966).' The latest published theoretical number on the Lamb shift
in Hz is 1057.64+0.21 MHz LG. W. Erickson and D. R. Yennie,
Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 35, 271 (1965); 35, 447 (1965)J.This number
is further reduced by 0.14 MHz to 1057.5 MHz by the completion
of the fourth-order radiative correction by M. Soto )Phys. Rev.
Letters 17, 1153 (1966)].The experimental result of Ref. 6 ex-
ceeds this by ~0.5~0.1 MHz and the older experimental result of
Ref. 14 by 0.3&0.1 MHz. Since the Lamb shift itself is propor-
tional to cP Ry an increase in 0. of ~100-200 ppm would be re-
quired to remove this discrepancy, short of theoretical formula
modifications or addenda, and this would disrupt the hfs compari-
son by (an intolerable) ~200—400 ppm.

Langenberg, W. H. Parker, and 3. X. Taylor, Phys.
Rev. 150, 186 (1966); B. N. Taylor (private commu-
nication)$. Accepting the Josephson junction relation
between frequency co and voltage V as exact, i.e.,
a&= 2 eV/fi, a new value of the fine-structure constant
can be derived from the relation

(2R„
Lo/@?'t e/m1

I

l c

The resulting value of n is roughly 20 ppm larger than
the value deduced from the hydrogen fine-structure
measurements and removes the difference expressed by
Eq. (2.5) between experiment and a theory with very
negligible polarizability contributions to he&». The
central conclusion of this paper remains: Hitherto un-
calculated contributions to the hydrogen hyperfine
structure due to the proton's polarizability may very
well be as large as 10 ppm but are not amenable to
quantitative calculation with presently available tech-
niques (dispersion theory) in the theory of strong inter-
actions. This uncertainty limits the precision to which
quantum electrodynamics can be confronted by a
comparison between theory and measurement of the
hydrogen hfs.
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